
3,000 - 8,000 LB. CAPACITY CUSHION MODELS

3,000 - 7,000 LB. CAPACITY PNEUMATIC MODELS

Platinum II Series
Cushion & Pneumatic Tire / Engine Powered Models
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First
Again.

The Platinum II Series is a reflection of
Nissan’s continued commitment to designing
and delivering products of the highest value.
As the first in our industry to again meet and
exceed the EPA’s increasingly stringent
requirements for low emissions, Nissan
Forklift remains the undisputed leader in clean
air engine technology. Combined with our 
tradition of rugged, reliable construction,
Nissan’s Platinum II Series is the new bench-
mark others can only follow.

Now more than ever, the smart choice is
Nissan. 
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Bringing together a wealth of new technologies 
to make operations more efficient and economical,
Nissan’s Platinum II Series makes even longer
hours seem more enjoyable and productive, while 
helping to create a pleasant work environment. 

With the Platinum II’s vehicle protection systems
and advanced serviceability features, more time is
spent on the job and less in maintenance, 
delivering exceptional value and reliability.

Just what you’d expect from Nissan.

To enhance Nissan’s celebrated Platinum II Series of lift

trucks, careful attention was again paid to the needs of its

users. The result: a perfect balance of features and benefits

to satisfy owners, operators, and the environment.

Perfect Balance Achieved 
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Industry Leading Technology

Benefiting from the advantages our vast automotive
experience offers, Nissan has applied many of these
same technologies to our line of industrial engines
powering its Platinum II Series. Thanks to Nissan’s
proven Electronic Concentrated Control System
(ECCS), more power and greater reliability are
achieved.

To analyze engine performance parameters, the
ECCS incorporates an Engine Control Module (ECM)
to optimize engine operation in order to deliver high
combustion efficiency, resulting in lower fuel con-
sumption–all while reducing harmful emissions.

ECCS and Three-Way Catalytic Muffler
This design includes an automotive type closed-loop
feedback system. Once combustion occurs, a sensor
measures exhaust emission quality prior to it entering
the three-way catalyst, then sends a signal to the
ECM. Based on this signal, the ECM makes the proper
air/fuel ratio adjustments resulting in extremely low
emissions levels.

Engine 
Control 
Module

Nissan’s Platinum II Series includes a full line of rugged, hard-working
lift trucks that deliver outstanding value and operational performance. 
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At the heart of the ECCS is the Platinum II’s
Engine Control Module (ECM), which monitors a
variety of sensors in order to provide engine and
transmission control. 

Its vehicle control module (VCM) allows proper 
function of many safety enhancing features, and
supplies critical information to the operator or
service technician through easy to understand
controls and readout on its multi-function LCD
display.

Improved Fuel Consumption
Electronic throttle control and optimal ignition 

timing allow Nissan’s ECCS engines to deliver
enhanced fuel efficiency.

A Multipurpose warning

B Check engine warning 
Glow plug indicator (diesel)

C Oil pressure warning

D Charge warning

E Parking brake warning

F Seat belt warning

G Directional indicator

H Fuel & water temperature gauges

I Multi-function display (hour meter, 
clock/calendar, speedometer, 
programmable service reminder, warning 
indicators, error codes)

Multi-Function LCD Display
The Platinum II Series’ LCD display provides a wealth of information
at a glance for fast, simple diagnosis and minimal downtime. Its 
integrated design eliminates the added expense of a separate 
handset tool, while programmable service reminders help ensure
scheduled maintenance is performed.

VDI Fuel Consumption
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Added Comfort & Confidence 
in the Workplace

Protecting and sustaining the environment is important to our customers and to us. Nissan
views this responsibility with the conviction that sound environmental policy is at the core
of sound business practice. This is evident in Nissan’s approach to meeting EPA’s new
2007 Tier II regulations for cleaner emissions.

Firm in our commitment to deliver a cleaner and more comfortable environment for the
operator and those in the surrounding area, Nissan set some of the most aggressive 
emissions targets in the industry for combined HC, NOx and CO levels–far more restrictive
than those required. 

Not only did we attain our goals for 2007, but Nissan was the first manufacturer to receive
compliance from the EPA for achieving such low emissions. In fact, Nissan is ready for

even more stringent 2010 emissions standards.
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Controlled Acceleration Mode
By restricting vehicle acceleration this option
offers not only an ideal opportunity to enhance
fuel economy, but also increase the comfort
and confidence in your operation. 

Improved Exhaust Emission Performance
Nissan continues to take the leadership 
position in clean air technology as the first
manufacturer to receive compliance for 
stricter 2007 Tier II emissions regulations.
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Cushioned Stability Control (CSC)
A rubber dampener between the rear axle and frame
helps provide exceptional lateral stability. Best of all,
this exclusive Nissan feature is maintenance free.
(CSC cannot completely eliminate the possibility of
tipping over.)

Operator Presence System
This standard seat-actuated system 
automatically locks lifting and tilting 
operations when the operator exits the
truck. It also includes return-to-
neutral, as well as visual and audio
warnings.
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Full Suspension Seat
Incorporating an operator
restraint system, this sculptured
design provides a secure, 
comfortable control center for
the operator.

Parking Brake Warning Buzzer
A warning indicator sounds if the operator leaves the
seat without first engaging the parking brake.

Nissan’s passion for providing an enjoyable work environment for
the operator extends beyond its low exhaust emissions. Keeping
the driver comfortable and more productive throughout his shift
has been an important reason for the success of Nissan’s
Platinum Series.

From its standard full suspension seat, to a spacious operator 
compartment that offers generous foot, leg and headroom, a
smart control layout and responsive handling, operators will be
pleasantly surprised at how easy it is to get through their workday
in comfort.
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Value-Driven Designs

Outstanding value is what you’ll get from Nissan’s
Platinum II Series lift trucks. Powered by Nissan’s own
K21 and K25 industrial engines, these electronic fuel
injected models deliver exceptional power and torque,
with greater fuel economy to help reduce your 
operating costs. 

As an added measure of protection to your  
investment, all ECCS models include an 
engine/transmission protection and warning system.
In the event of excessive heat generation or loss of oil
pressure, this feature reacts by reducing the vehicle’s
speed, resulting in extended engine and drivetrain life.

Nissan QD32 Diesel Engine
Select pneumatic models are available with Nissan’s

new QD32 diesel engine which exceeds all Tier III
requirements for emissions. Its electronic Quick Glow

System results in dependable cold weather starting.

Five-Piece Overhead Guard
Five-piece reinforced overhead guard
allows simple, cost-effective replacement
of individual parts if needed. 

Nissan K21 & K25 Engines
These Gasoline/LPG/Dual fuel engines incorporate an
improved cylinder design and combustion chamber
shape, along with electronic control to effectively
answer industrial requirements for both reduced
exhaust emissions as well as power/torque needs.
These engines exceed all EPA Tier II requirements.
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Nissan’s commitment to creating value for
its customers is well known in our industry
and the Platinum II Series offers plenty of
reasons why. 

Consider Nissan’s acceleration control
option, resulting in reduced tire spin and
greater fuel efficiency. Combined with the
Nissan engines’ longer service inter-
vals–less time is spent in the shop and
more out on the floor.

Greater Fuel Efficiency
Reduce overall fuel costs and minimize tire wear by
choosing Nissan’s optional speed or acceleration 
control with either security key or rocker switches.
Another option is setting Nissan’s acceleration 
control feature to Economy mode permanently, with 
no keys or switches available to the operator.

PIN Security Access 
The Platinum II’s security access feature promotes greater fleet
control through operator management. Up to five unique Personal
Identification Numbers can be programmed to control operator
access to each vehicle, for greater security in your facility.

One-Piece, No-Tool Floorboard
One touch removal of the diamond tread floorboard gets you right to
service operations fast.
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Promoting Operator Productivity
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Powertrain Float
An automotive-type floating powertrain
design reduces vibration to the truck’s
frame, making longer, more comfortable
hours of operation possible.
(Available on pneumatic models only.)

Control Levers 
Small, automotive-style control levers 
provide a more comfortable, fluid motion for
turn signal activation and directional
change.

Designs that help the operator accomplish
the job faster, while minimizing fatigue and
interruptions in workflow, are all part of 
creating a more efficient and productive
operation. With Nissan’s enhanced ECCS
engines, the Platinum II Series delivers 
precise control under all working 
conditions–even at idling–with less vibration
and noise as a result.
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Comfort and productivity go hand in hand. In
response to the needs of our customers, this
enhanced line of lift trucks includes a variety of
standard and optional features that deliver a more
ergonomic fit for the operator, resulting in greater
efficiency for your operation.

On select models, operators can choose the
Platinum II’s optional electronic fingertip hydraulic
control, featuring either a single joystick or multiple 
directional levers. 

Ample Foot and Leg Room
A comfortable pedal angle combined with a wide area
free from obstructions below the seat offer more
ergonomic operation.

Infinitely Adjustable Steering Wheel
Compact design offers enhanced control and visibility to
the display panel. A memory lever allows operators to
quickly find their ideal driving position.

Single Joystick Fingertip Control
An adjustable armrest complete with
electronic fingertip hydraulic controls is
available as an option, simplifying 
operation of travel direction, lift, auxiliary functions and horn. The result is
greater ergonomics and operator efficiency. Single or dual deck cowl
mounted control levers are also available.

Reverse Driving Simplified
Select Nissan’s optional swivel seat in combination with a rear assist grip and horn
button for enhanced operator control and greater productivity.
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Nissan. The Smart Choice.
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With 50 years of experience in the lift truck industry, Nissan has earned a solid 
reputation for producing the finest quality products available, providing reliable 
performance and low-cost operation. Our Platinum II Series continues this tradition by
offering the perfect balance of form and function to deliver exceptional performance and
productivity for your operation. Whether an automobile or lift truck, Nissan sets the 

standard for design and engineer-
ing excellence in every-

thing 
we do.

Tighter Turning 
The compact design of Nissan’s Platinum
II Series makes it easier for the operator to
maneuver, even in tight spaces.

Optional Optiview Mast
Available on all Platinum Series models, this exclusive
mast design provides 50% greater forward visibility.
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Nissan knows engines.

That’s why every Platinum II Series truck is powered
by one of Nissan’s own industrial engines. Specifically
designed to meet the challenges of lift truck 
applications, our K21, K25 or Nissan’s new QD32
diesel deliver high torque and power at low engine
RPM’s. This means superior travel speeds, better
acceleration and greater lifting power are achieved to
get the job completed faster and more efficiently.

On-Board Diagnostics 
The Platinum II includes a new LCD display with on-board diagnostics
to help simplify troubleshooting, while its programmable service
reminders mean consistent periodic maintenance is more likely to
occur.

Focus on the Operator
Since the launch of Nissan’s celebrated Platinum Series, operator
comfort has taken a front seat, boasting a smoother, quieter ride,
standard full suspension seat, and spacious compartment. Select
from additional features to create a custom fit.

Single Control Lever
Nissan’s innovative single control
lever allows simultaneous lifting
and tilting operations for greater
productivity. Separate levers are
available as an option.

Nissan’s QD32 Diesel Engine with electronic Quick Glow system.
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Creating a Custom Fit.
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Security Key
Switch

Additional measure of
security against operator
tampering of preselected
speed and acceleration
settings. (Available on
ECCS models only). 

Dual Tires
Dual drive tires are
available for enhanced 
stability when high load
lifting is required.

Auto Tilt 
Leveling 
System

A simple press of a button
on the hydraulic control
lever automatically brings
the forks to a horizontal
position. (Consult Factory
for model availability.)

Enclosed Cab
Provides operator 
protection against the 
elements. Available with
heater, fan, wiper
blades, interior light, and
defroster.

Overhead Exhaust
Ideal option for outdoor 
applications. Design directs
exhaust fumes away from the
operator area, and minimizes
ground debris from entering engine 
compartment. (Diesel only.)

Swing-Down 
LPG Bracket

Ergonomical design uses
a gas spring assist for
effortless swing-down
motion to minimize back
strain during tank
replacement. (Available
on most LPG and dual
fuel models.)

Electronic 
Fingertip 
Hydraulic 
Control

Choose from a single
joystick design or 
multiple levers for
enhanced operator 
productivity. (Consult
Factory for model 
availability).

Spinner Knob
Feature provides the
operator with increased 
steering control–and is a
great aid when driving
in reverse or in tight 
confines.

Operator 
Conveniences 

Select from a variety of
operator conveniences,
including a rear work
light and fan. Strobe
lights also available in a
variety of colors.

Optiview 
Mast

Exclusive three-stage
design provides a wider
sight line resulting in
improved load handling 
capabilities. Integral
design available.

Trucker’s 
Mast

Design provides 
additional under- 
clearance and a high
visibility fork carriage.
Available on most 
cushion models up to
5,000 lbs. capacity.

▼

▼

Diffusion 
Exhaust

A “piccolo” tube design
disperses exhaust
through the counter-
weight opening to
reduce debris kick-up
and prevent possible
heat damage to 
surroundings. (Gas and
LP only.)

▼
Radiator 
Screen

Minimizes debris entering
radiator, resulting in
more efficient engine
cooling.

▼
▼

▼ ▼

▼
▼

Controlled 
Acceleration

Restricts acceleration
rate to maximize fuel
economy and reduce tire
spin. Gradual accelera-
tion also useful when
moving fragile loads or
in confined areas.
(Available on ECCS 
models only).

▼

▼

Ground 
Speed 
Control

Select maximum travel
speed settings based on
operator skill level or
vehicle application 
within your operation.
(Available on ECCS 
models only).

▼

▼
▼

▼
Nissan’s Platinum II Series offers a range of optional equipment to customize your ride. Contact your local authorized Nissan
Forklift Dealer for additional equipment or restrictions.
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Engines

Specifications
Pneumatic Tire 3000 – 7000 lb. Models

PF(U)40 PF(U)50 PF60 PF70

PF30 PF35 PFS40 PF(U)40LP PF(U)50LP PF55 PF60LP PF70LP

PF30LP PF35LP PFS40LP PF(U)40DF PF(U)50DF PF55LP PF60DF PF70DF

Short Model Codes PF30DF PF35DF PFS40DF PFD40 PFD50 PF55DF PFD60 PFD70

Engine Models Available K21 K21 K21 K21 / K25 / QD32 K21 / K25 / QD32 K25 / QD32 K25 / QD32 K25 / QD32

Load Capacity lb 3000 3500 4000 4000 5000 5500 6000 7000

Wheelbase in 55.1 55.1 55.1 63.0 63.0 63.8 66.9 66.9

Overall Width in 41.9 41.9 41.9 45.3 45.3 49.2 49.2 50.4

Overall Length (no forks) in 89.0 90.2 91.3 96.9 99.0 102.8 105.5 108.5

Overall Height (OHG) in 83.3 83.3 83.3 83.5 83.5 84.6 84.6 84.8

Turning Radius (outside) in 76.2 77.6 79.1 83.5 85.8 88.2 90.6 94.1

*Safety ratings available on select models/fuel types

Specifications
Cushion Tire 3000 – 8000 lb. Models

CF40 CF50 CF55

CF30LP CF35LP CFS40LP CF(U)40LP CF(U)50LP CF(U)55LP CFS60LP CF60LP CFS65LP CF70LP CF80LP

Short Model Codes CF30DF CF35DF CFS40DF CF(U)40DF CF(U)50DF CF(U)55DF CFS60DF CF60DF CFS65DF CF70DF CF80DF

Engine Models Available K21 K21 K21 K21 / K25 K21 / K25 K21 / K25 K25 K25 K25 K25 K25

Load Capacity lb 3000 3500 4000 4000 5000 5500 6000 6000 6500 7000 8000

Wheelbase in 46.9 46.9 46.9 55.1 55.1 55.1 55.1 59.1 55.1 59.1 59.1

Overall Width in 38.2 38.2 38.2 42.1 42.1 43.1 43.1 43.9 43.9 45.9 45.9

Overall Length (no forks) in 81.9 83.1 84.4 89.0 91.3 93.9 95.3 96.5 96.3 98.2 100.0

Overall Height (OHG) in 81.1 81.1 81.1 82.1 82.1 82.1 82.1 82.3 82.1 82.3 82.3

Turning Radius (outside) in 68.3 69.5 70.9 76.0 78.3 79.5 80.7 80.9 81.5 82.5 83.9

*Safety ratings available on select models/fuel types

Nissan K21 Nissan K25 Nissan QD32

Model 2.1 Liter / Gas, LPG, Dual Fuel 2.5 Liter / Gas, LPG, Dual Fuel 3.2 Liter / Diesel

Displacement cu in 126 151.8 192.4

Rated Output hp/rpm 55 / 2700 62.9 / 2700 55 / 2000

Rated Torque ft-lb/rpm 111.4 / 2000 138.7 / 1600 143.8 / 1800



Option Availability - Platinum II Series Standard Option OS

Fuel Types

1.  Available on select models.  Consult factory.  2.  Available on most LP and Dual Fuel models. Consult factory.  3.  Not available on 7,000-lb. pneumatic models using 2-stage masts.

LP Gasoline Dual Fuel Diesel

Vehicle Control Module (VCM) S S S S
Multi-function LCD display S S S S
Security PIN access S S S S
On-board diagnostics and service reminder S S S S
Engine coolant temperature gauge S S S S
Oil pressure, transmission fluid and

coolant temperature warning indicator
S S S S

Low LP fuel warning indicator S - S -
Fuel gauge - S S S
Electronic Concentrated Control System (ECCS) S S S -
Engine/transmission protection system S S S -
Floating powertrain for reduced vibration1 S S S S
Automatic return-to-neutral S S S S
Three-way catalytic converter S S S -
Ground speed control – high/low speed selector O O O -
Controlled acceleration – power/economy modes O O O -
Radiator screen O O O O
Diffusion exhaust muffler O O O -
UL Safety rating1 O - - -
Swing-out LP bracket2 S - S -
Swing-down LP bracket2 O - O -
Parking brake with warning buzzer S S S S
Seat actuated auto-mast lock system S S S S
Optiview three-stage mast O O O O
Single lift/tilt control lever S S S S
Separate lift & tilt control levers O O O O
Fingertip control featuring single joystick1 O O O O
Fingertip control featuring multiple levers1 O O O O
Auto-tilt leveling system3 O O O O
Hydraulic load sensing valve system S S S S
Tilt steering wheel with memory lock S S S S
Hydrostatic power steering system S S S S
Full suspension seat S S S S
Swivel seat with rear horn button handle1 O O O O
Cushioned stability control S S S S
OHG-mounted headlights S S S S
Back-up warning buzzer S S S S
Rearview mirrors O O O O
Rear combination light package O O O O
Rear work light O O O O
Strobe lights & rotating beacons O O O O

Vehicle Management

Powertrain

LP System

Brake
Mast

Hydraulic System

Steering System

Operator
Conveniences
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Nissan Forklift Corporation reserves the right to make 
product changes relating to colors, equipment, specifications
or available options without notice. For more information,
contact your Nissan Forklift representative.

www.nissanforklift.com


